
Learn More
Learn more about racial justice initiatives at ncsc.org/racialjusticeblueprint. For more information, contact Molly Justice.

This Month’s Recommendation 
and Questions to Explore 
We hope you enjoy our latest selection, Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents.

From the author’s website:

Poetically written and brilliantly researched, Caste invites us to discover the inner 
workings of an American hierarchy that goes far beyond the confines of race, class, 
or gender. A book steeped in empathy and insight, Caste explores, through layered 
analysis and stories of real people, the structure of an unspoken system of human 
ranking and reveals how our lives are still restricted by what divided us centuries ago.

•	 What thoughts or questions does this book provoke?
•	 How does this book tie in with current events in your community  

and/or the U.S.?
•	 What are some actions you can take to combat systemic racism using 

the knowledge you gained from this book?

What It Is
The National Center for State Courts Blueprint for Racial 
Justice initiative has designed the Watch, Read, Listen 
effort to promote informal conversations about racial 
justice among you and your court colleagues nationwide. 

Throughout the year, we will recommend a book, 
show, or podcast that addresses topical issues. When 
available, each suggested work will be accessible 
through various media to accommodate learning 
preferences and busy schedules!

What You Can Do
1. Watch the movie, TV show, or documentary;  

Read the book; and/or Listen to the podcast.

2. Discuss it with your court colleagues. We will provide 
questions to help start the conversation.

3. After doing the above, share how your court is using 
Watch, Read, Listen. You’re welcome to send us 
your feedback by video, written message, or audio 
recording. (Contact Molly Justice to submit.)

We hope our Watch, Read, Listen selections have generated thoughtful, and sometimes difficult, discussions with your colleagues 
and others. Does your court host a book club or other activities to discuss our selections? Tell us how your court is using Watch, 
Read, Listen in your racial justice work. 

About the Watch, Read, Listen

WATCH, READ, LISTENWATCH, READ, LISTEN  

To promote additional discussion about Caste, visit this reader’s guide.
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